Tinkerine Showcases Face Shield X and Clear Face Mask
August 7, 2020 - Tinkerine™ Studios Ltd. (TSXV: TTD) ("Tinkerine" or the "Company")
announces the showcase of two additional proprietary personal protective equipment (“PPE”)
medical products designed by Tinkerine’s Applied Design team. Face Shield X and Face Mask
Clear have been under development since Q2 2020 and meets the ongoing demand for premium,
best in class PPE. Each product will be presented to stakeholders seeking premium products in
this class.
Face Shield X
Tinkerine’s new Face Shield X is designed to be unobstructed and emphasizes allowing people
you are interacting with to see you as if you are wearing no shield.
“We are re-envisioning the faceshields of today; large branded strips over the forehead is great
for branding, but unnecessary for those wearing them inside a medical setting. A face shield with
a no compromise, lightweight, fully sanitizable solution while keeping everyone safe is important.
We are aiming for the comfort of those interacting with someone wearing a face shield. This is
what best in class means for us.” states Chief Executive Officer Eugene Suyu.
Specifications include antifog, impact/scratch resistant polycarbonate shield cover, medical grade
headband strap, silicone adjustable strapping, full reusability, and sanitizable via Autoclave or
chemical disinfectant.

Face Mask Clear
Tinkerine’s Face Mask Clear is a fully reusable filtered facemask that allows for facial expressive
reading. Existing facemasks generate significant waste as a by-product of the single use nature
(2hr or per patient basis). Face Mask Clear looks to change the dialogue by providing a new way
to look at the device while focusing on reusability, comfort, and a reduction in waste generated.
Specifications include clear silicone, replaceable filter, reusable except filter and antifog allowing
for recognition of facial expression.

Eugene Suyu, Chief Executive Officer states, “Tinkerine’s focus on premium PPE is consistent
with our mandate to meet the ongoing challenges of the current Covid19 pandemic and potential
future needs for superior PPE. Existing medical devices including face shields and face masks
are disposable in nature and are contributing unneccesary waste to land fills. The products we
produce should be designed to last longer and provide increased protection for users.”
Face Shield X and Face Mask Clear are ready for commercial production and can be
manufactured at Tinkerine’s Health Canada approved manufacturing facility under MDEL 11894.
About Tinkerine
Our mission is to provide a foundational understanding about Applied Design driven by 3D
printing. Our ecosystem of 3D printing products and educational resources equips future
generations with the innovative tools and products to stay ahead in a fast-paced, tech-driven
world. Tinkerine enables the curious to convert creative ideas into the tangible and the
unimaginable. All Tinkerine 3D printers and education services are designed and manufactured
in Canada.
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Neither the TSX Venture Exchange nor its Regulation Services Provider (as that term is defined in the policies of the TSX
Venture Exchange) accepts responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this release.

This news release contains certain forward-looking statements, including, but not limited to,
expectations as to the acceptance of products designed and created by the Tinkerine Applied
Design staff and the Company’s future plans and intentions. Wherever possible, words such as
“may”, “will”, “should”, “could”, “expect”, “plan”, “intend”, “anticipate”, “believe”, “estimate”,
“predict” or “potential” or the negative or other variations of these words, or similar words or
phrases, have been used to identify these forward-looking statements. These statements reflect
management’s current beliefs and are based on information currently available to management
as at the date hereof.
Forward-looking statements involve significant risk, uncertainties and assumptions. Many factors
could cause actual results, performance or achievements to differ materially from the results
discussed or implied in the forward-looking statements. These factors should be considered
carefully and readers should not place undue reliance on the forward-looking statements.
Although the forward-looking statements contained in this news release are based upon what
management believes to be reasonable assumptions, the Company cannot assure readers that
actual results will be consistent with these forward-looking statements. The Company assumes
no obligation to update or revise them to reflect new events or circumstances, except as required
by law.

